1300 New HS Seats Post-Its (March 30)
CAREER CENTER
STRENGTHS
Seems to balance HS locations better- putting something in SE
quadrant
Centrally located (repeated most often)

CHALLENGES

Other

Limited space (repeated most often)
Green space? Lots of different programs on this one site

Good location serving neighborhoods that a predicted to grow
Good dispersion of HS facilities/equity across county/enables walking
option
Site has great potential for improvement (repeated)
Has room for neighborhood comprehensive HS

Lack of green space

Could a HS Expeditionary Learning Program be here?
Could it be a second HB?
Before deciding, compare demand for Arl Tech/Immersion/IB –
whatever has highest demand should be what is decided

Good location – just include ARTS
Can accommodate expansion of Tech Program
Good to have new 4th comprehensive with a focus like Arl Tech
Will it fit if we move Henry?
Can use Wakefield & WL for extra-curricular needs
Already a building in place that can expand or torn down and
redesigned
2nd most desirable for transportation but least for field space
Career Center is 2nd most desirable from transportation perspective;
however has least opportunity for field space
Best choice if actual building is expanded upon, or down and rebuilt
much larger and redesigned to accommodate all programs
Already a building in place with a HS program
South Arlington traditional school, can use Wakefield and WL for
extracurricular
I love having a comprehensive high school at Arlington Tech! Will it
fit if we move Henry?

So much on one site – where will staff park? (repeated)
No pool or parking or fields (repeated)
Only really adding 500 seats – majority will be Tech Center
Does it have potential to expand into 2000+? Really need full
comprehensive neighborhood school here
Where would Montessori move?
Career Center is a dump – will APS invest to improve it with windows,
etc?

Career Center building is a dump- will APS allocate enough money to
make it nice?(i.e. add windows?)
We need a 2K HS that is comprehensive (perhaps with a football
field)
It seems unfair to require going to a 2nd neighborhood school that is
not optional

Build a STEM Focus to accompany Arl Tech
Will Arl Tech be a lottery school?
Change name of Arl Tech!
Can Career Center students become the full-time students at this new
HS to reduce transportation and combine use of building
Only one new HS?
Use roof or middle floors for covered track/sports

Could a HS EL program be located here?
Use roof or middle floors for covered track, sports, etc./ kids need
that!
Will there be more than one new HS built or just one due to
budgeting restrictions?
Can you have the students who go to the career center, become
students at this new HS, to reduce the use for this space

Lack of field space
Where would they move Montessori if build there(because moving to
old Patrick Henry)
Change name of Arlington Tech.
Does it have potential to grow bigger, into a full comprehensive HS
Nice to have a new 4th high school with a focus(Like Arlington Tech) with fields location nearby?
Will Arlington Tech be lottery or test based?
Expansion of Tech program
You really need a neighborhood HS in this area
This is a great option given needs in 21st century- just include the
Arts!
Pool or sports facilities
Makes room for a neighborhood school- comprehensive
Only adding 500 HS seats with majority as Tech Center
4 schools on one site? And a library? That is so much- where will staff
Site has great potential for Improvement!
park?
Good dispersion of HS facilities
Green space?
Equity access county
Lots of different programs going on, on this site

1300 New HS Seats Post-Its (March 30)
STRENGTHS
Enables walking option
It seems like this would be a good location in terms of serving
neighborhoods that are predicted to grow
Career Center site seems to balance HS locations better-puts
something in the SE quadrant
Centrally located

CAREER CENTER
CHALLENGES
Limited space (smaller than other 2 options)
Close to Patrick Henry Elem. School

Other

